Median ltering is a powerful tool for reducing noise in images, particular for long-tailed noise distributions. However, the choice of lter mask is critical. The proper choice depends on the image and noise statistics, which are often unknown. We propose cross-validation as a method for selecting a median lter structure directly from the corrupted image data. This method requires no knowledge of the statistics of the noise or image. We demonstrate the value of this method with several examples.
I. Introduction
Median lters provide a powerful method for ltering signals and images 1]. In particular, the median lter performs well at ltering outlier points while leaving edges intact. In fact, the median lter has been shown to be the maximum likelihood estimate for the Laplacian distribution, which is a long-tailed distribution 2]. The median lter is de ned as follows:
y(m; n; W) = medfx(m ? k; n ? l); (k; l) 2 Wg; (1) where W is a suitably chosen window, or lter mask.
One must be careful that the lter mask W is chosen appropriately. Too small a mask may fail to lter noise adequately, while too large a mask may cause unnecessary distortions in the image. The optimal mask depends on the statistics of the noise as well as the image. We know of no algorithms for evaluating lter masks based on speci ed noise and image statistics. Moreover, the noise and image statistics may be unknown or may change either spatially or temporally. Therefore, in this paper we propose to use cross-validation to select the optimal lter mask using only the noisy image data.
II. Cross-Validation
Cross-validation (CV) has been used extensively in data analysis 3]. Recently, CV has been applied to a variety of problems in image restoration 4]. The basic idea of CV is to form a prediction for each data point from all the other data points. The model | or in this case the lter mask | that minimizes the prediction error is considered optimal. The CV-predicted image is de ned by y c (m; n; W) = y(m; n; W c ) (2) where W c = W but excluding the point (0; 0 The formal properties of CV are di cult to analyze. However, a heuristic explanation suggests that CV will perform well as an estimator of the corresponding gure of merit for various lter masks. Consider an image s(m; n) corrupted by independently distributed additive noise u(m; n):
For a given gure of merit, a median-ltered version of x will have two sources of error | " s representing the distortion of the signal and " u representing the error introduced by the ltered noise.
As the lter mask becomes larger, " s will grow larger while " u will grow smaller. For the sake of simplicity, we consider only d( ) = ] 2 in the discussion, although the argument can be extended to other distance measures. Thus, the ltered image will have a total error " = 1 MN X s(m; n) ? y(m; n; W)] 
where " sn0 + " un0 is equivalent to (5) with the mask W c , " 0 is from the uncorrelated (and hence unpredictable) noise corrupting each pixel, and " x is the positive \correlation" between the CV ltering error and the noise. Furthermore, the error " sn0 in predicting s(m; n) has two contributions: the signal distortion that would have occurred using W instead of W c (" s ) plus the error due to leaving out the signal information in (0; 0) (" n0s ). The noise term " un0 also has two contributions: the ltered noise error that would have been achieved by using W (" u ) and the error introduced by leaving out the extra sample at the origin of the lter mask (" n0u ). Thus, we can approximate the CV criterion as follows:
V (x; W; d( )) " s + " u + " n0s + " n0u + " 0 ? " x ;
From this approximation, we can see that the CV function is quite similar to the MSE criterion. Note that the error term " 0 is independent of any ltering operation and only serves to increase the CV criterion by a constant above MSE. It therefore has no e ect on the choice of lter mask. The terms " n0s , " n0u , and " x are all rather small relative to " s + " u and become smaller as the lter mask becomes larger. In addition, since " x is subtracted in (7), it will tend to cancel with " n0s + " n0u . Thus, our heuristic argument suggests that the CV criterion will behave similarly to MSE. (Note that MSE cannot be used to choose the lter mask since it requires the original image.) A similar argument can be made concerning MAE.
III. Experiments
We considered six di erent median lter masks, ordered according to the number of elements in the mask. The masks are shown in Table 1 . Three 256 256 images were used, two of which are shown in Figure 1 . The third image used was the middle 256 256 portion of the second image zoomed by a factor of two using bilinear interpolation. This image was intended to test the performance of the lter selection technique on an extremely smooth image. Laplacian noise was added to each image at 25, 15, and 5 dB SNR, where SNR is de ned as SNR = 10 log
We investigated the performance of the CV criterion for both MSE (CV-MSE) and MAE (CV-MAE). Table 2 shows the results for MSE and Table 3 the results for MAE. The optimal choice of lter mask for each criterion is indicated by a box around the relevant criterion value in the table. Note that the correct choice of lter was made in eight of nine cases for MSE and seven of nine for MAE. In the other cases, the criteria were only slightly worse than the optimal choices. Furthermore, a comparison of Tables 2 and 3 shows that CV-MSE predicted the MAE choice only four of nine times while CV-MAE predicted the MSE choice only six of nine times. Therefore, each CV criterion is much more reliable for the corresponding gure of merit. Several other experiments were also performed on di erent images and with di erent noise distributions, including Gaussian and impulsive noise. In addition, we investigated horizontal and vertical masks as well as the ones reported here. The results were comparable for all of these variations.
One drawback to CV is that it can only choose among lters | it cannot test the possibility that no ltering is better than ltering. One possible solution to this problem is to compare the e ect of a two-or three-element median lter to other alternatives. If the two-or three-element lter is chosen as optimal, then one might assume that no ltering is necessary. Despite this drawback, the CV technique is quite useful. These experiments demonstrate that CV is very e ective in selecting the optimal lter mask using only the image data. This technique can easily be extended to a number of di erent generalizations of the median lter, including adaptive, hybrid, and weighted median lters. 
